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‘Before it’s Gone’ project focuses on the degradation of
oases
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Ancestral intangible heritage of the nomad culture also
needs protection, says artist
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DUBAI: Documentary photographer M’hammed Kilito has been
shortlisted for the 42nd edition of the prestigious Leica Oskar
Barnack Award.
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Born in Lviv, Ukraine, Kilito grew up in Rabat, Morocco, where he
is now based. In his work, he seeks to explore narratives
pertinent to the understanding of cultural identity, climate
change and the sociology of the workforce.
The 41-year-old photographer was shortlisted for “Before It’s
Gone,” an ongoing multidisciplinary art project that highlights
the degradation of oases in Morocco.
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‘Before It’s Gone’ by M'hammed Kilito/VII Agency. (Gowen Contemporary)

“This is one of the most prestigious awards one can receive as a
photographer,” Kilito told Arab News. “Just being a finalist is a
real honor and a great privilege. Showcasing the project in an
exhibition and in the Leica catalogue will allow it to reach a wider
audience and raise awareness about the reality of oases and their
inhabitants in the face of the e!ects of climate change,” he added.
Due to the impact of climate change and rising temperatures, the
frequency of droughts has increased in Morocco, negatively
impacting the country’s oases that are located in arid and semiarid regions and considered an ecological defense against
desertification as well as a crucial refuge for biodiversity.
“I realized that desertification, recurrent droughts and fires,
changes in agricultural practices, overexploitation of natural
resources, rural exodus and the sharp drop in the water table are
all imminent threats to the existence of oases,” he said in his
artist statement for the award. He decided to work on the project,
he said, to “highlight these multiple concerns rarely covered by
the media and largely unknown to the general public.”

‘Before It’s Gone’ by M'hammed Kilito/VII Agency. (Gowen Contemporary)

Through his powerful, haunting and evocative photographs,
Kilito hopes to draw attention to the disappearance of oases due
to climate change, alert public opinion, policy makers and
concerned organizations. Additionally, he hopes to raise
awareness on the need to protect the ancestral intangible
heritage of the nomadic culture in Morocco that exists in these
oases.
Kilito will present images from the project at an upcoming show
at Gowen Contemporary in Geneva, Switzerland, and hopes to
also produce a book from the series.
“At the same time, I am looking to explore in a comparative way
the conditions of other countries that have oases,” he told Arab
News. “The first opportunities I have are currently concentrated
in the Gulf countries. In the coming months, I will go to Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates to better understand the
specificity and the organization of various oasis spaces and local
communities. My research also aims to better understand
di!erent approaches, best practices, and programs applied to the
valorization, conservation, and sustainable development of
oases.”
The award is named after Oskar Barnack (1879–1936), the designer
of the first Leica camera.

‘Before It’s Gone’ by M'hammed Kilito/VII Agency. (Gowen Contemporary)

The 12 shortlisted photographers include America’s Lynsey
Addario, Indonesia’s Irene Barlian, Italy’s Alessandro Cinque,
Germany’s DOCKS Collective, Germany’s Valentin Goppel,
Canada’s Kiana Hayeri, Germany’s Nanna Heitmann, Belgium’s
Léonard Pongo, Mexico’s Victoria Razo, Colombia’s Felipe
Romero Beltrán, and Brazil’s Rafael Vilela.
Around 60 photography experts from 34 countries, including
curators, gallery managers, art directors, picture editors and
photographers submitted their entries for the LOBA 2022 main
category.
These were then judged by a panel of five, including Alessia
Glaviano, head of Global PhotoVogue and director of the Photo
Vogue Festival in Italy; Natalia Jimenez-Stuard, photo editor at
The Washington Post; Swiss photographer Dominic Nahr and
recipient of the 2009 Leica Oskar Barnack Newcomer Award; Azu
Nwagbogu, founder and director of African Artists’ Foundation
and LagosPhoto Festival in Nigeria and Karin Rehn-Kaufmann,
art director and chief representative of Leica Galleries
International.
The winner of the LOBA receives $40,000 and Leica camera
equipment valued at $10,000. Both the winning and shortlisted
photographs will become part of a large touring exhibition, which
will open in Wetzlar, Germany, in October 2022.
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Actress Vanessa Hudgens shows
o! Arab-inspired jewelry
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DUBAi: From sporting countless trinkets by US-Egyptian
designer Jacquie Aiche to showing o! a Nefertiti charm necklace
by FoundRae fine jewelry, US actress Vanessa Hudgens is proving
to be a fan of Middle East-inspired accessories.
Hudgens is a loyal client of Jacquie Aiche and has been seen
boasting the part-Egyptian part- Indigenous American designer’s
creations on a number of red carpets, as well as in numerous
paparazzi shots.
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Most recently, the actress showed o! Aiche’s Diamond Shaker
Finger Bracelet at San Diego Comic-Con over the weekend. Just
one week before that, she attended actress Sarah Hyland’s
bachelorette party in Mexico wearing the Los Angeles-based
label’s Double Pyramid Triangle Ring in Smokey Topaz.
The designer is no stranger to celebrity fans. In fact, her latest
collection was marketed with a campaign fronted by US model
and socialite Sofia Richie.
Inspired by “Mother Earth,” the designer, who was born to an
Egyptian father and an Indigenous American mother, explained
that the new collection celebrates the creative energy drawn from
new beginnings.
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“It seems as if everything around us is going through an
incredible period of rebirth and transformation, so I wanted to
honor this sense of renewal, and the beautiful, wild nature it
carries,” she told Arab News in a recent interview.
For Aiche, jewelry is “everything” — it is much more than just
adornment. “It speaks to the soul. It is a form of self-expression,
a way of deep healing and a talisman of personal meaning,” she
explained.
The designer’s main goal with her brand, she said, is to create
pieces that carry “special, transformative energy” that brighten
up her customers. I want to spread the love I feel daily,” she said.
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Aiche launched her eponymous label from her garage in 2008.
She has since amassed an impressive celebrity client list that
includes Hailey Bieber, Usher, Rihanna, Jada Pinkett Smith, Blake
Lively and Hudgens.
The “High School Musical” star seems to have an a#nity for all
things Middle Eastern and was recently spotted wearing a charm
necklace with an image of Ancient Egyptian Queen Nefertiti.
The Vintage Queen Nefertiti Charm in Yellow Gold hails from US
brand FoundRae, which was co-founded by Murat Bugdaycay and
Beth Hutchens.
Each piece is based on a lexicon of symbols from di!erent
cultures and time periods and Hudgens' trinket of choice features
an image of the Ancient Egyptian queen and an evil eye symbol,
which is commonly found in many Middle Eastern cultures.
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John Legend and Chrissy Teigen
visit ‘majestic pyramids’ in
Egypt

US singer John Legend took to Instagram to show off his trip to Egypt with wife Chrissy Teigen.
(Instagram)
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DUBAI: US singer John Legend took to Instagram to show o! his
trip to Egypt with wife Chrissy Teigen and their children this
week.
The family visited Cairo after the singer performed at the Playa
resort on Egypt’s North Coast on Friday.
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“We went to see the majestic pyramids today. Beautiful!” Legend
posted on Instagram, while his wife took to Instagram Stories on
Sunday with an image of their young son at the beach, writing “I
really had no idea the beaches of Egypt were this beautiful. Some
of the prettiest ocean I've ever seen.”
Legend shared a carousel of snaps featuring the family riding on
camels, shots of the Pyramids of Giza and the Sphinx, as well as
Legend on horseback.
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UK to host 2023 Eurovision
instead of Ukraine
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LONDON: Britain said Monday it had reluctantly agreed to take
Ukraine’s place as hosts of next year’s Eurovision song contest
after organizers said there was no prospect of the event going
ahead in the war-torn country.
Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s spokesman said it was his “strong
wish” for Ukraine, this year’s winner, to host the 2023 edition and
found it “deeply regrettable” that was no longer possible, with the
BBC stepping in to host.
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